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Star Wars Empire at War: Youve played the light side. Youve played the dark side. Now play the corrupt side! As Tyber Zann youll stop at nothing to
become the most notorious criminal leader since Jabba the Hutt. With all new tactics like piracy, kidnapping, racketeering and bribery, you can control
the shadowy forces of corruption in your attempt to rule the Star Wars underworld. Dont just control the galaxycorrupt it! Drive through the streets of
Yavin 4 and lead a squadron of X-Wings and TIE Fighters through a secret Imperial base. A step from the stars, the Wookiees of Kashyyyk have grown

impatient with the Rebellion and have declared war. The Empire has imprisoned the Wookiees on a world they have renamed Freetown. Youll be given a
new X-Wing, the renowned Phantom II. This craft is well known for its stealth capabilities, and youll use its targeting computer and laser cannons to

eliminate the Imperial forces and free the prisoners. But before you can issue the order to launch, the Rebels have made a deadly move of their own..
Star Wars Empire at War From the lives of soldiers to the deaths of planets, you are the supreme galactic commander. It is a time of galactic civil war.
Take up the reins of the Rebellion or assume control for the Empire. Whichever you choose, it will be up to YOU to steer your side to ultimate victory.

Command everything from individual troops to starships and even the mighty Death Star as you execute campaigns on the ground, in space and across
the galaxy. Forget tedious resource gathering just jump straight into the heart of the action. You can even change Star Wars history! Every decision

affects your next battle and every battle helps shape the fate of the galaxy.
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star wars empire at war: forces of corruption: youve played the light side. youve played the dark side. now
play the corrupt side! as tyber zann youll stop at nothing to become the most notorious criminal leader since

jabba the hutt. with all new tactics like piracy, kidnapping, racketeering and bribery, you can control the
shadowy forces of corruption in your attempt to rule the star wars underworld. dont just control the

galaxycorrupt it! the star wars empire at war: forces of corruption is the first in a series of add-on packs for
star wars empire at war that will allow you to play as the empire or the rebellion. no two games will play the

same, so youll have the opportunity to play as either the empire or the rebellion, and take the part of either a
good or evil character. its time to make the decision, and youll have the opportunity to do it! i always had a
love of star wars so working on this was a great experience. i thought we did a great job in general with the
graphics and story. it is a cool title to have released, especially considering the times where you couldnt get
any. there is no doubt that sid meier has been the main driving force behind this game. he has always had a

love for star wars and has been pushing for this game for a very long time. he is also a fantastic game
developer and designer, and he has a firm grasp on the star wars universe. the multiplayer aspects of the

game were of great importance to me, since i have always enjoyed the multiplayer aspect of sid meiers most
titles. i especially enjoyed the fact that the multiplayer mode is able to be played in real time. that gave me

more flexibility with the game, since i could schedule as needed. 5ec8ef588b
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